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daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 13/07/2008 :  21:56:44  

Came across this earlier and it could be of great interest if only I could
get it to work properly! I think it's a fairly lengthy interview with Dusty,
but after about 1 min of listening to Dusty talk, it cuts out on me. Can
anyone more technical than me, download this properly and give links?
Please

http://blog.lilypadrecords.com/2008/07/12/the-dusty-springfield-
interview-1987-by-cath-carroll-pt-1.aspx

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2008 :  02:13:41      

Hi Carole

Haven't had a chance to listen to the whole thing yet, but thanks so
much- sounds like a great interview!

I'm not sure why yours didnt work, mine was fine!
Do yousendit files work okay for you?

http://www.yousendit.com/transfer.php?
action=batch_download&batch_id=TTdFWGJHcWZlaFJjR0E9PQ

LOVE MADS.

Edited by - Mads on 14/07/2008 02:15:25

bobbie
I start counting

USA
75 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2008 :  05:17:31    

I can't wait to get home to enjoy this enire interview...hotels just
aren't the place to wallow in Dusty good stuff....thank you for sharing
more of our Dusty.

Bobbie

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2008 :  07:24:46  

I did just manage to listen to the whole thing right through from your
link Mads but it may just have been my connections last night, not
sure. It's more like 1985 than 87, the interviewer (for want of a better
word!) confused me in her write up by saying they discussed the PSB's
and Amsterdam, which they don't here.

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."
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Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2008 :  07:53:01  

thanks for this Carole and Mads. Yes it's definitely 1985 but maybe the
1987 interview is on tape as well and will be posted on the site in the
future.

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2008 :  07:56:50      

Carole this clip says Part 1, do you think somebody might post Pt 2 at
a later date??
I saved that site...I'll be checking 

LOVE MADS.

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2008 :  08:28:18  

Yes, I thought that too Mads and Clive. She would have had to have
done another interview two years later to be able to talk about the
PSB's. Maybe she did. I just found the original Cath Carroll article from
the NME. It's dated 17th Aug 1985 and is headed Blue Eyed Soul, Black
Mascara. Unfortunately it's too big to go in my scanner and it's also
gone rather brown with age.

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 14/07/2008 08:29:00

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2008 :  08:31:55  

Thanks Carole, worked fine for me too.

Wendy

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2008 :  12:16:50  

Thank you for the link carole, I had no problem with it. I kept thinking it
was so familier, maybe I have read the article. 

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Clive
I’ll try anything

Posted - 14/07/2008 :  17:33:27  

It was noticeable that when Dusty was asked in the interview if she
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1455 Posts

had done any recording between Cameo and It Begins Again she
seemed to avoid answering the question, saying it was a blur and
talking instead of what she had recorded since. 
Do you think she misunderstood the question or was she uncomfortable
discussing the Longing sessions ?

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2008 :  18:11:24  

I think Dusty has hardly ever been able to put her recordings in order!
Saying that time was a blur was probably true though. Maybe if the
interviewer had actually said the title of the album she was more than
likely referring to (at least if she knew her stuff), it might have helped
Dusty along a little. I did think it funny when Dusty mentioned Your
Love Still Brings Me To My Knees cracking her up and said almost under
her breath "and while you're down there"!

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 14/07/2008 :  23:37:41  

Thanks very much for this Carole,

I really enjoyed listening to Dusty chat. Although I thought Cath could
have asked better questions, I liked that contemporary chat about
that 'idiot' Donna Summer and Dusty talking about 'White Heat' and her
favourite track, 'Soft Core' and how the struggle with the album broke
her heart and all those record companies she was with that folded. But
she sounds pretty cool about it like well..that's life. I bet Cath had
some great questions in her head but was too awestruck to ask them. 

I liked Cath's posting too. I remember the days when Dusty lived in the
radio too! Thanks again.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Edited by - memphisinlondon on 14/07/2008 23:38:06

bobbie
I start counting

USA
75 Posts

Posted - 15/07/2008 :  18:41:09    

Yeaaaaaaaaaaaaa for this..............."DUSTY LIVES"!!!!!!!! She was so
articulate......what a great lady......would have loved to have been
around when "she let her hair down"!!!!

BOBBIE

Jenny
I start counting

45 Posts

Posted - 19/07/2008 :  01:00:58  

Thanks for the link! Dusty had a lovely speaking and voice and accent. 
I wasn't aware of the Donna Summer incident...

renge36
I start counting

89 Posts

Posted - 19/07/2008 :  01:19:18  

Thanks for the interview. Does anybody know where this took place? I
ask because when there is a ringing of the telephone Dusty asks " Are
we expecting anybody?" which I thought at first was her just joking
and the voice in the background says "I don't know". 

Renge
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memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 19/07/2008 :  01:21:34  

Donna apparently said something like AIDS was a punishment from God.
She denied she made the statement. At the time my friends and I just
thought she was having a doolally new born Christian moment and
didn't really take it that seriously. But it was a blot and her records
were burned in protest by some.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 19/07/2008 :  07:45:18  

quote:

Originally posted by renge36

Thanks for the interview. Does anybody know where this took place? I
ask because when there is a ringing of the telephone Dusty asks " Are
we expecting anybody?" which I thought at first was her just joking and
the voice in the background says "I don't know". 

Renge

the interviewer Cath Carroll says the interview took place in a house on
Regal Lane, near Regents Park, London. I wonder was Dusty was
staying there or just using it as a venue for interviews that day.
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